


Better Pack ® 555e Series
Fully programmable with a color-coded keypad, the Better Pack 555e Series 
is easy to use and offers the most options and highest level of automation
available from the Better Pack dispenser family. The Automatic Tape Advance
Feature (standard on most models) and the optional Automatic Measuring
Device (AMD) reduce material waste and improve worker efficiency, especially
when sealing random sized cartons in fast paced, high volume packaging 
operations. The 1,000 foot roll tape capacity means fewer changeovers, less 
downtime, greater productivity. UL Approved and Listed, meets or exceeds CE 
and CSA standards for operator and electrical safety.
Accessories: Tape Aerial (shown here with dispenser), AMD, Foot Pedal, CodeTaper 

Better Pack ® 500
With fast tape output of 45 inches per second and a smooth-touch tactile 
keypad with 14 preset lengths, the Better Pack 500 delivers reliable, robust 
performance wherever speed and simplicity are needed. 2X and random 
length keys provide additional one-touch dispensing for tape lengths up to 
120 inches. Built with the same safety and performance features of the more
advanced 555e series, the 500 is a simple, straightforward machine that meets 
or exceeds UL, CE and CSA standards for operator and electrical safety.
Accessories: Tape Aerial, CodeTaper

Better Pack ® 500 Ink Jet System
Rugged and reliable performance is achieved from the easy-to-operate Better
Pack 500 tape dispenser with the added power of an integrated ink jet printer.
It's specially designed to deliver hi-res 300 dpi, on demand printing of 
changeable alpha-numeric messages and logos directly on the tape as it is 
dispensed and print a one- or two-line message in variable character heights
with up to 3 logos in each message. Producers and distributors of any product
that requires time, date or code stamping, messaging or branding can greatly
improve productivity while eliminating the cost of purchasing pre-printed tape.
Complete Standard System includes: Better Pack 500IJ tape dispenser, controller with 4 line 
x 16 character LCD and tactile keypad for message entry. High resolution print head module with 
mounting bracket.

Better Pack ® 754 and 755
These durable workhorses excel in demanding work environments. A 4 inch
wide tape capacity provides a strong, secure seal—paramount for packages 
containing heavy, bulky or freight-bound items. The 755’s smooth-touch 
control panel has 20 preset lengths, plus a random button for continuous,
uninterrupted dispensing. The 754’s three-position, programmable selector
allows the flexibility to choose manual, auto-repeat or traditional 1-2-2 
(H pattern) dispensing functions. Meets or exceeds CE standards for operator 
and electrical safety.
Accessories: CodeTaper 
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Manual Water-Activated Tape Dispensers 

Better Pack ® 333 Plus
With over one million sold, the world's #1 selling water-activated tape 
dispenser offers durable steel frame construction, superior mechanics and 
simple operation, the Better Pack 333 Plus is built to last and is engineered to 
provide years of consistent, reliable performance. The dispenser is perfect 
in shipping areas with no electricity handling light to medium volumes.
Quickly choose one of the 15 preset tape lengths from the clearly marked 
dial to dispense up to 30 inches of tape in one stroke, longer lengths with 
multiple strokes. 
Accessories: CodeTaper, Tape Aerial, Top Heater

TapeShooter ® 150
All-steel construction, 4 inch width tape capacity and easy portability make 
the TapeShooter 150 the heaviest duty, continuous use, manual tape dispenser
available anywhere. Guillotine sheer blades and smooth gearing allows for
clean cutting and dispensing of tape lengths up to 39 inches in a single stroke, 
more with multiple pulls of the handle.
Accessories: Top Heater

TapeShooter ® 404
Lever operated and rugged, this paper water-activated tape dispenser 
simplifies many specialty sealing applications found in fulfillment, 
distribution, mailing, retail and food service environments including 
sandwich shops, pizza restaurants and bakeries. When used to dispense 
paper water-activated paper tape, the TapeShooter 404 ensures a secure, 
professional seal on all uncoated paper, paperboard and corrugated boxes, 
mailers, wrappings and fillers.

Packer ® 3S
This simple, steel frame pull-and-tear dispenser for reinforced and 
non-reinforced water-activated tape is easy to operate and is excellent for 
low-volume carton sealing. Features a unique subway feed to ensure uniform
tension and consistent moistening.

BP333 Plus

TS150

TS404
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Semi-Automatic Water-Activated Tape Case Sealers and Printer

Better Packages SealMaster ®

Our BP SealMaster® inline water-activated tape case sealers provide productivity, automation and all the benefits 
of water-activated tape all in one package. The case sealers come in a variety of configurations to seal both top 
and bottom of the random- and fixed-sized corrugated cartons. Strong side belts convey 15 cartons per minute to
maximize efficiency and packaging line productivity.

Better Pack ® Ink Jet Printer
Exceptionally engineered, the Better Pack Ink Jet Printer delivers hi-res 300 dpi,
on demand printing of changeable alpha-numeric messages and logos directly
on the corrugated carton as they move along a conveyor. Easy to install and
use, it mounts on most conveyor systems and case sealers and includes a
mounting bracket, handheld controller and one print head module. If the case
sealer uses paper water-activated tape, the Ink Jet Printer can also print directly
on the tape. Producers and distributors of any product that requires time, date
or code stamping, messaging or branding can greatly improve productivity
with the Better Pack Ink Jet Printer while eliminating the cost of purchasing and stocking pre-printed labels. 
Complete Standard System includes: Controller with 4 line x 16 character LCD and tactile keypad for message entry. High resolution 
print head module with mounting bracket.

PS2A
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Accessories and Options

AMD Ultrasonic Automatic Measuring Device (AMD) automatically dispenses the perfect length of tape to
reduce material waste and, as tests prove, increase productivity by 22% when compared to the standard hand gun
application of pressure-sensitive tape. Ideal for measuring random sized cartons quickly and efficiently.

CodeTaper® Allows printing directly on the tape as it is dispensed for added security with printed codes, logos
and dates using standard or special inks.

Tape Aerial Delivers and holds tape in an upright position for easy access and increased efficiency. Especially
useful for long tape lengths of 36 inches or more.

Top Heater Further enhances the performance of water-activated tape. Included with electronic dispensers;
optional with manual dispensers.

Foot Pedal Automatically dispenses tape with a touch of the foot for hands-free operation and  higher 
productivity. Available in single and double pedal models.

Better Pack ® PS2A
The electronic pressure-sensitive tape dispenser is perfect for use in 
sub-assembly areas and for small package fastening. A special adjustable 
core allows for 1 inch, 1-1/4 inch and 3 inch tape core sizes and can dispense 
up to 999mm lengths of various pressure-sensitive tapes, including masking 
and strapping tapes. User friendly with a color-coded, smooth-touch keypad 
and a three-digit LED display for simple dispensing.

Electronic Pressure-Sensitive Tape Dispenser
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Water-Activated Tape 

BetterSeal Secure Tape ®

Water-activated tape provides a seal superior to other methods whenever tamper-evidence, 
strength, security, professional image and environmental responsibility are vital. BetterSeal 
Secure Tape is a biodegradable paper tape that forms a permanent bond, producing a tamper-evident, 
secure seal that cannot be removed without tearing the carton’s surface leaving visible evidence of tampering.  
It is a simple, cost-effective means to help protect packages from tampering and theft. Environmentally 
conscious shippers also realize that water-activated tape can play a valuable role in their efforts towards 
improving the sustainability of their packaging.

BetterSeal Secure Tape is designed to maximize the performance of Better Pack                            
dispensers, BP SealMaster case sealers, and all brands of water-activated tape dispensers. 

Available in multiple widths, lengths and styles including reinforced, Kraft 
(non-reinforced), white, gummed-side out, custom preprinted and with a 

patented pull tab. BP E-Z Pull Tab Tape® provides all the benefits of 
WAT, plus, it opens quickly and safely without a box cutter or knife. 
Functions exclusively with Better Pack 555e and Better Pack 333 Plus 
E-Z models.

The Best Way to Seal Your Cartons 
Since 1917, Better Packages has set industry standards with its durable Better Pack brand of water-activated tape
(WAT) dispensers, carton sealing systems and BetterSeal Secure Tape. Government 
agencies and businesses representing a multitude of industries worldwide 
know the best way to seal their cartons is by using Better Pack dispensers and 
BetterSeal Secure Tape. Built with unrivaled safety features, our electronic 
models are the only water-activated tape dispensers built to meet or exceed 
UL, CE and CSA regulatory requirements for electronic and operational 
safety. With millions of water-activated dispensers sold and expertly 
serviced by our global network of Authorized Distributors, the 
Better Packages name has become synonymous with unmatched 
innovation, quality, design and reliability.

Better Pack Dispensers and BetterSeal Secure Tape - The Best Way to Seal Your Cartons

Learn more at: 
www.betterpackages.com
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